Different factors influencing the changes in the zollally averaged wind are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
The expansion of t,he area 11sec1 in oper:Ltional numerical predictions has shown a number of problems conrlcvAcd with forecasts of the very large-sctde fe:Lt'nres of tllc !lorn in the atmosphcw.
The problems connected with forecast's of the motion of t'lw pltlnet'ary w:~ves have hecn t,reated in earlier invest'igzit'ions by Wolff [ 131, Cressmtln (31, and the author [Ill. Anot'her problem is collnc~c-t.cd with the prcdiction of the zonally-averaged flow; i.e., t'lw mean z o r d wind.
The errors in t'he zorld winds a s predicted by t,he 11on-divergent harot'ropic model have recently heen invest'igated in a very inst,ructive manner by Rristor [I] who shows that t'he error pat>tern taken daily or in the nvcragc over a month has a very syst'enltLtic distribution wit'll latitude. By and large, the errors may be charact,erizetl by saying that the non-divergent' harot'ropic model predicts too weak averaged zonal winds in the very low tmd the very high latitudes and too strong mean zonnl wintls in the mitltlle lutit'udes. The error pattern is persistent rnont,I~ after mont,h in t'he period analyzed by Bristor [I] : L I~ he suggests thatJ the cause of t'llese errors is the lack of rnomcrlturn sources :md sinks in t'lle barotropic model.
If t'tre 500-mb. flow is considered as :L rcpresentution of t,hc vert'ic:llly averaged flow of the :Lt]mosphcre, it, follows, :IS sho\\;rr for instsnw in [I] , that> surface frict,ion is t'lle only sourcc of rnolncnt~um wllieh can influence the rat'e of change of t81w z o d wind apart, from the effect of tlw convergence of the mericliorrwl transport of zonal momentum. The latt,er effcct is, however, incorporated in the barot'ropic model. In this forn~ulat~ion wc could therefore ascribe the errors in the predict'ed 500-mb. mean zonal winds to the neglect of thc effects caused by surface frict'ion.
on the ot'her h a r d , if we consider the 500-mb. flow as a divcrgent flow, we may get changes in t,he mewn zonal winds caused by tjhe effects of t'l~e Coriolis term in t'he equwtions of rnot'ion, or in other words by the effect's of a mean meridional circu1at)ion. In cxperimcnt,s on the gen- the effects of the mean meridional circulation very nearly balance the effects of surface friction at t#he lower level (750 mb.), while the mean meridiond circulnt8ion at t,he upper level acts opposite to the effect,s of the meridional transport of momentum at the upper level (250 mb.). The effects of the mean meridional circulut'ion in a t,woparameter model are therefore to decrease the mean zonal wind in the middle-lntitudes at the upper level and to increase the wind a t the lower level.
I n view of these results it seems tll:tt8 we have two equally important factors in the lower t'roposphere and one in the higher troposphere to change the forecast's, which would be produced considering only t'he horizontal part of the motion. I t also appears that these two fact'ors, frict,ion and mean meridional circulat,ion, must he considered together because they act in opposit'e directions in the lower part of the atmosphere. If we use only two parameters to represent the vert'ical struct'ure of t811e atmmosphere, there will always be a level in t'he model where the effect's of the mean meridional circulat'ion vanish, the so-called non-divergent level.
It seems very importtan t'
to place this level ns close :LS possible to the actual position of the corresporlding level in tllc atmosphere, bccause otherwise we will ascribe errors, which appear in t,he model, solely to surface friction effects, alt.hough they actually could be caused by vcrt,icrtl velocities not inclutlcd in the model.
It is obvious that great errors in the predict'ion of mean zonal winds can have a marked influence on the disturhances and their motion.
From data in [l] one sees that an error of about 10 knots in 72 hours appears even on the monthly average for January and February 1958. If we for a moment assume t'llat disturbances move approximately with the wind speed and that a mean error of 5 knot,s exists during a 72-hour period, it mcans t'llat troughs and ridges are displaced about 650 1m. t'oo much to the east in the middle latitudes and a similar amount' too far toward the west in the low latitudes. The result is that the troughs and ridges get a greater posit'ive t'ilt (SW-lr;E tilt), wllicll means that st'ill more momentum is t,ransported into t,lle middle latitudes causing a furt'hcr error in the tilt. We are therefore here dealing wit'lr a type of systemat,ic, accumulatirg error, which, if strong enough, will result in a greater and greater tilt of the syst'ems .
A special aspect of such a systematic error comes up in connection with the ohjcct,ivc, a,nalysis scheme 141. 'l'hc 12-hour barotropic forecasts are used as a first guess for a subsequent 500-mb. analysis. It may happen that a sufficient amount of data does not exist to rcrnove the syst,ematic error in the first guess complet'ely, with the r.esult, that even the init,ial analysis for t'lle next, forecast cont,ains too strong zonal winds in the middle latitucks and too weak zonal winds t80 the north and south of t'lle middle latitudes. This effect has actually been noticed in a comparison made between analyses produced by the present objective analysis scheme and analyses prepared by conventional mbtllods.
It is t'he purposc of t'he following sect,ions to investigate the possibilit,ies whidl we have to remove these systematic errors from the barotropic forecasts. Wc have two effects, which sl~oultl be considcred: T h e effect's of mean mwidi o r d circulat,ions and surface friction.
In scct'ion 3 we show that the prcsent divergent, one-parameter model tends to reduce tlte errors in t'he mean zonal wind obt'ained from a, non-divergent, one-parameter model. Finally, we present, an analysis of t h e vertical motions computed from a two-paramet,er modcl, which shows that we can expect an improvement in t,lle pretlictiorl of zonally averagnd winds wit'll a propcr clloicc of the non-divergent level.
GENERAL AND SIMPLIFIED PROGNOSTIC EQUATIONS FOR THE MEAN ZONAL FLOW
T h c l first cquation of motion may be written in the following rnomcnturn form in pressure coordinates:
u , u, and w are hcre the three components of the velocity vcctor; 4 = y x the geopot,ential; .f the Coriolis parameter; g t'hc accclerat,ion of gravity. KO assumptions are made rcgartling Ihe velocit'y components which may contain divergent as well as non-divergent components.
We define t,lle follow-ing averaging operator:
where L is the length of the latit'ude circle. We now obtain applying (2.2) :
( 2 . 5 )
The last term on the lcft side of ( 2 . 3 ) , the effect of vertical transport of momentum, is seldom incorporated in short-range predict'ion. We later present evidence that justifies the neglect of this term ut least in two-parameter models. The neglect of the term corresponds to disregarding the vertical advection and the twisting term in the vorticity equation. If the flow further is assumed to be 57 strictly non-divergent and frictionless, we get the following simplified form of the momentum equation, which applies in a non-divergent, one-parameter model:
The term b G / b y may of course in this case equally well be writ ten nbu/bg, because the second part vanishes identically. ,,+v*.v(~+j)="fov~v br which would result in an equation for the rtlte of change of mean zonal wind of the form which, compared with ( 2 . 5 ) , would result in a correct form .
Using an inconsistent form of the vorticity equation where q={+f, f variable, would result in a zonal momentum equation as follows: (2.10) b bZ b u i i -fi]+/3-i-0 -* v=o I t is obvious from (2.10) that we may obtain fictitious changes in t h e z o r d winds if the relative vorticity and t,he divergence are correlated along t'he latitude circles.
COMPARISON BETWEEN NON-DIVERGENT AND DIVERGENT ONE-PARAMETER MODELS
It has recently been found necessary to modify the nondivergent barotropic model in such a way that' the motion of the ultra-long wi~ves is grekttly reduced. The modifickttion is made by an est,imate of tlle divergence term in tlle vorticity equation. The magnitude of t'he coefficient may be estimated in different ways. One way has been demonstrated by the author [Ill. The argument for an introduction of a certain divergence in the one-parameter model has been the modification of the mot'ion of t h e long waves. It is, however, obvious that me also by so doing change t)lle predict'ion of the zonally-averaged winds, because we indirectly introduce u mean meridional circulation, which in turn has a certain effect on the zonallyaveraged flow.
Considering the remarkable success of the divergent, one-parameter model in prediction of the 500-mb. flow pattern one gets the impression that this model in a fortunate way contains the essential features of the midtropospheric flow, at least with respect to the zonallyaveruged changes predicted by the model. I t is certainly true that the model does not have any mechanism which c:m predict rapid deepening or filling, because it does not include the effects of temperature advection, diabatic heating, and friction. Nevertheless, it will predict zon:llly-ilver:t~~?d cl~arlges, the results comparing favorably with predict'iorls computed by models that contain these effects. The reason is of course that the effects, which 1 1 a w ~x e n clisregarded, by and large compensate Lac11 other. We shall demonstrate this at the end of section 3.
The first purpose is to demonstrate that the long-wave modificat'ion also decrcases t'he error in the zonal flow. Naturally, we could demonstrate this by a computation of forecasts with and without, the long-wave modification, but in order t'o get a clear pict,ure of the mechanism a t work wc shall consider a theoretical example.
We may pict'ure the process which creates the error in the non-divergent forecast as follows. As a result of the positive tilt in the low lat'itudes we t'ransport (too much) momentum into the middle latitudes. The negative tilt in the high latitudes in a similar way transports momentum into t'he rniddlc latitudes. As this process, according to Rristor's [I] analysis of the errors, gives too great changes in tlle nwan zonal winds, there must be some processes mllich counteract this effect.
I n order to look int>o tlle effect of the divergence term in tlle present operational one-parameter model we shall consider an initial flow which has t>he characteristic tilts. Such a flow may he described by 8 perturbation stream function having the following form: 
3/(.r,Y)=A cos p y COS ~( . t + a y~) .
To simplify our comput'at'ions we consider a rectangular region bounded to t'he north and south by walls and llaving an extension in the x-direction of one wavelength. The 1)oundary corditions at the walls will be t'hose given 1))- Phillips [ 7 ] ; i.e.
The arrangement of the coordinate system will be with the z-axis parallel to the walls and with the y-coordinate a t t'he walls to be y= f 1 . I ' .
With t'llese definitions we ll,zVC\
where L is the wavelengttl in t'lle z-tlirecdion. Now, the parameter a is related to the slope of the trough and ridge lines in the flow, tllese lines being defined by the condition ~= 0 . From the expression for # it is seen that the trough and ridge lines are curves described by the equation
The curves are parabolas which for m>O are open toward the "west"; i.e., with a positive tilt in the lower half and a negative tilt in the upper half. It is also seen that the smaller CY is, the smaller will be the tilt. The factor cos py means that we assume a maximum disturbance amplitude in the middle of the channel and furt'ller that the boundary condition v=O, y= i W is aut'omatically satisfied.
The problem is now to predict the tendency in the mean zonal wind speed for the initial flow pattern. The vorticity equation applying to the divergent, one-parameter model has been discussed a t length by t'he author [Ill. The final form of the prognostic equation may be written : The solution to (3.7) may be mritt'en in the form Differentiating (3.9) with respect to y and using (3.11) we arrive a t a determination of Cl and C2 resulting in the values :
Using (3.12) we can finally write t'he complet'e solution -(3.13) *=Bl sin (2py)+ B2y cos ( 2 p y ) bt
The main problem which we have in this section is t'o illustrate the difference between the non-divergent and divergent barotropic models.
We shall therefore first consider the tendency in the mean sonal wind for the nondivergent model. This tendency can be computed from the expression (3.14) Corresponding to (2.6) . The solid curve in figure 1 illustrat'es the tendency computed in m. sec." day".
The following values of the parameter were used:
1. T17=1/3 X lo'rn., 2W=6Oo of latitude 2 . tiA=0,,,,~=20 m. sec." It is seen that the changts predicted by the nondivergent, one-parameter model will give an increase of t'lw wind in the middlo latitudes and R decrease to the north and south. This distribution corresponds very much to t'he errors in t.hc non-divergent forecasts.
We are next goillg t'o compute the changes in the metin zonal mi~~cl for the divergent, one-parameter modrl. Referring back to (2.8) it is seen t'llat' they may he cornputed from the expression : As t'he first term on the right side of (3.15) is tho same as the tm-m dready computed in (3.14) we may compute the term for? which will be a measure of the difference between the non-divergent and the divergent one-parameter models. I n order to compute ?, we make use of the 
We are now able to compute the influence of the mean meridional circulation on the tendency of the mean zonal wind. We have to use the expression (3.13) for the tendm c y of the zonally-averaged stream function, insert in (3.20) , and perform the integration. The result of this procedure may be written:
By a substitution of y= + W it, is seen that the other
The contribution of the implied mean meridional circulation to the change in the mean zonal wind is given in figure 1 as the dashed curve. The parameters used for computation of this curve are the same as before.
For the parameter r2 a value of 1.5X10"2 m.? was used. The value is the same as estimated earlier by the author Ill] or about twice the value used presently in the operational forecasts.
The curves in figure 1 show that the introduction of divergence in the one-parameter model has a tendency to counteract the effects of the meridional convergence of the transport of zonal momentum. As the transport 545014-60-3
Solid curve is change due to convergence of meridional transport, of Inomenturn, dashed curve is change due to mean meridional rirc!ulations.
of momentum, which is the only factor in a non-divergent model, gives errors with a distribution very similar to the change caused by the momentum transport, we can expect, that the errors in the mean zonal winds will be reduced in a divergent, one-parameter model.
If the idealized flow pattern treated in this section werb characteristic of the atmospheric flow pattern we could expect, a reduction of the error amounting to 1-2 m. sec." day", which is roughly the order of magnitude of the present errors.
An extended series of one-parameter forecasts made with and without the contribution from the divergence does not exist. A comparison of the monthly mean errors of the averaged zonal wind for months when the divergent model has been used, with the corresponding months a year earlier when the non-divergent model was in operation, shows some reduction of the errors, but not of a magnitude comparable to that computed in our examples. The reason for this may be that the example chosen here is too extreme, especially with respect to the slope of the trough and ridge lines. It should, however, be remembered that the operational value of r2 is about half the value chosen in the present idealized computation. Further, it is worthwhile to mention, that if an error of the present type exists in a forecast the error is likely to incre,ase in Lime due to the feedback mechanism between the mean zonal current and the perturbations (see discussion in the introduction). It is interesting to compute the implied vertical velocity averaged along the latitude circles. This can be done from equation (3.18) in an averaged form. We find
T3 is given as a function of "latitude" in figure 2 using numerical values of the parameters as before. The value of the coefficient ( -.fo/a) (drldp) becomes 4X 10". The units for ;j are mb. day".
It is interesting to note that the distribution of Z gives the classical picture of three meridional cells with two direct cells to the north and south and an indirect cell in the middle latitudes. The intensity of the cells may be measured by the maximum vertical velocity, which is about 3.5 mb. day" or roughly 0.5 a m . sec.".
In an investigation by Phillips [7] of a two-parameter, quasi-geostrophic model it was shown that essentially the same mean vertical velocity was implied. Phillips investigated a flow pattern with no tilt and showed that the implied mean vertical motion was due to the baroclinic unstable waves, where the isotherms are lagging behind the contours.
The, flow pattern considered here is such that the isotherms are always parallel to the contours a t the level considered. The implied mean vertical velocity is here due to the tilt of the syst,ems and the requirement that the temperature advection should vanish. I t seems therefore that the divergent, one-parameter model contains quite realistic features in this respect.
The use which has been made of the adiabatic equation in the construction of this model implies certain tenlperut,ure changes at the level whcrc the model is used. The zonally-averaged temperature changes are due only to the mean vert'ical velocity, because the horizontal advection of temperature is disregarded at the level. We ma>-easily compute t'hese temperature changes from the equation 
w.
We find of course that the zonally averaged t'emperature change is proportional to the vertical velocity. The curve in figure 2 may therefore also be considered as illustrating the change in zonally averaged temperature.
The value of the proportionality factor is up/R=0.73 at 500 mb. The maximum change in zonally-averaged temperatures is therefore about 0.26 deg. day" for the values used to characterize the flow pattern.
We shall next compare the results obtained here for the simple divergent, one-parameter model with the result obtained by a model which contains the effects of surface friction and diabatic heating. Phillips [SI has in his general circulation experiment obtained values for the important terms in the zonal momentum budget for the t.wo levels (750 and 250 mb.) and for the terms appearing in the thermodynamic energy equation. We shall compare our figure 1, which gives the change in zonal momentum per day due to convergence of meridional transport of zonal momentum and the meridional circulation, with figure 3, which contains the change of zonal momentum at 500 mb. in Phillips' model. The momentum budget for the 500-mb. level in his model was obtained by averaging t'he 250-and 750-mb. budgets, using the simple equat'ion t'hat (3.25) where the subscripts 1, 2, and 3 refer to 250, 500, and 750 mb. The equation becomes:
k is a frictional coefficient for the skin friction and u4 the zonal wind at 1000 mb. In (3.26) we have neglected the small effect of lateral eddy viscosity used by Phillips. The change in zonal moment'um in Phillips' model a t 500 mb. is due to momentum transport effects and to skin friction. The two effects are given in figure 3 . Comparing figures 1 and 3 we find that the effect of meridional transport of zonal momentum acts in the same way in the two cases causing a wind increase in the middle latitudes and a decrease to the north and the south. In Phillips' model there is no effect a t 500 mb. of the mean meridional circulation because of his model approximations. The effect of surface friction acts, however, opposite to the meridional transport of momentum in a way very similar to the mean meridional circulation in the model considered here. Although the divergent), one-parameter model does not have the effect of surface friction, it has an effect, which with respect to changes in mean zonal momentum acts very similar to it. Physically the two effects are very different.
At every instant the frictional effect depends only on the mean zonal wind profile at the surface of the earth, while the net effect of the divergence depends upon the disturbances.
Our next problem is to compare the zonally-averaged temperature changes predicted by the divergent, oneparameter model and by the general circulation experiment. In the latter experiment the change in the mean temperature field is influenced by essentially three factors: the diabatic heating giving a cooling to the north and a warming to the south, the convergence of the meridional transport of heat, and the effect of the mean meridional circulation, disregarding again the small effect of small-scale eddy diffusion. In the model considered here we have only the effect of the mean meridional circulation.
The temperature change caused by this factor is given in figure 2 (upper scale). Figure  4 gives the net effect of the, three factors mentioned above. We find again that the curves in figures 2 and 4 are similar in the essential features, giving a cooling in the very low latitudes, a heating in the very high latitudes, and a strengthening of the temperature gradient in the lniddle latitudes.
Again we are t'herefore tempt'ed to conclude that the effects which are disregarded in the divergent, one-parameter model tend to balance each other with respect to changes in the zonally-averaged temperature changes.
TENDENCY COMPUTATIONS OF ZONAL MOMENTUM IN TWO-PARAMETER MODELS
I t is gemrally hoped that the introduction of two or more information levcls in the vertical direction will improve the short-range prediction.
I n this section we investigat'e whether we can ohhain improvements in a two-paramet'er model in predictions of the zonal wind profile. A long record of hemispheric, two-parameter forecasts unfortunately does not exist. We therefore have to be satisfied by tendency computations.
Eliassen [ 5 ] has stressed that if the vertical structure of the atmosphere is represented by only two parameters, it becomes important t,o choose the two inform a t ' ion levels with care.
Eliassen represents the vertical variation of the horizontal wind by the expression where The two prognostic equations apply therefore to t,he vert,ically int,egrated flow and to the mean thermal flow in the atmosphere. If the prognostic equations are applied to specific levels in the atmosphere, Eliassen recommends choosing the two levels where A ( p ) = f 1 as information levels. The level where A(p)=O becomes the nondivergent level. A computation leading to a determination of the function A ( p ) , based on the wind data published by Buch [2] gives the result that A @ ) = + l for p=333 mb., A @ ) = -1 for p = 8 2 5 mb., and A(p) =O summer data become: A@)= +1 for p=367 mb., A @ ) = -1 for p=833 mb., and A(p)=O for p=567 mb. As w e here intend to make a tendency computation for zonal momentum in winter, we can assume that the BOO-mb. level is the non-divergent level. For our computation we will need values of the vertical motion a t this level. Thompson [9] has earlier arrived at the conclusion that the non-divergent level can be approximated by the 600-mb. level. The initial vertical velocities presently computed on a daily basis apply therefore at that level.
We are next going to see how we can make a tendency computation for the zonal momentum for the 500-mb. level based upon a two-parameter model. Referring back to equation (2.3) we obtain in the frictionless case:
We are here interested in an estimate of the contributions from the mean meridional circulation and the vertical advection of momentum to the rate of change of zonal momentum; i.e., the magnitude of the second and third terms on the right side of (4.3).
The contribution from the mean meridional circulation may be computed by a method similar to the one applied in section 3. From the continuity equation averaged along latitudeicircles we obtain by integration:
where Z5 is t'he mean meridional wind component a t 500 mb., Z5,* the same component a t t>he sout'hern boundary, and-( d w / d~)~ the averaged component of the divergence at the same level. For the vertical derivat'ive of the vertical velocity we have in accordance with the model approximat'ions in the JSWP operational model:
where P=40 cb. (4.5) is exact if the vertical velocity has a parabolic dist'ribut'ion with zero-points at' 1000 and 200 mb. and an ext'remum value a t 600 mb. It should be stressed t'hat we get the same result with a very good approximation if we derive t'he vertical distribution of horizontal divergence with Eliassen's method [ 5 ] . He assumes that this distribution can be obt'ained from equation (4.1) simply by applying t'he operator V . to both sides; i.c.
Using the funct'ion A @ ) derived from Buch's [2] wint'er data we get A(p5)=0.4.
The component' ?&,h at the southern boundary is very difficult if not impossible to determine from the available data. In the computations to be described below it has been assumed that &,h=O, which corresponds to a rigid wall ut the boundary. This boundary condition does not correspond t'o t,he one in the real atmosphere nor to the one applied in the computations of t'he vertical velocity. A value of ij5,h different from zero would, however, only shift the reference point, of the curves to be described later. The mean meridional velocity was therefore computed from the formula (4.7)
The vertical velocity, computed operationally, was averaged in latitude rings with a width of 5' latitude for each day of the month January 1959, as described by the author [12] in an earlier paper. ij5 was then computed by tt. numerical integrat'ion of the expression (4.7). The results are presented in figure 5 , where the contribution from the mean meridional circulation to the change in the mean zonal current is plotted as the change which would occur in 5 in 24 hours provided the initial mean meridional circulation persisted for this time; i.e. where At = 24 hours.
The montllly errors in the average zonal winds for the 24-hour forecast's have been entered in the diagram on figure 5 . It is obvious from figure 5 that the mean meridi-onal circulation as computed from the procedure described above would decrease the errors in the average zonal winds in most latitudes.
It accounts, at least in the monthly average presented here, for the greater part of the errors in the middle and low latitudes, while the contribution from the meridional circulation to the correction of the errors in the high latitudes is much too small, although of the correct sign.
It seems therefore that a twoparameter model with the proper selection of the information levels, and especially the level where the divergence is assumed to be zero, will in the average reduce the errors found in non-divergent one-parameter forecasts.
The rather small correction to tjhe errors in the averaged zonal winds that is found in the high latitudes points in the direction that the two-parameter model predicts too small mean meridional circulations in these latitudes. This may also be expressed by saying that the level of nondivergence is lower in these high latitudes than it is farther to the south. If this is t'he case one will need more t'han two parameters to correct for the tot'al error in the zonally-averaged winds.
The result that t'he level of non-divergence is lower in the high lat'itudes is opposit'e to the result's obtained by Landers [6] , but agrees in general with the climatological variation of the tropopause with latitude. It, is redsonable to expect that the first mode of the vertical velocity in the troposphere, which is the only one used here, to a large extent is determined by the tropopause. The great similarity which is found between the mean meridional circulat'ion derived from vertical velocities computed from a two-parameter model and the mean meridional circulation implied by the divergent' one-parameter model invest,igated in sect'ion 3 for flow patt'erns with opposite tilt of trough and ridge lines in the high and low latitudes must mean that t'he divergent one-parameter model has a pattern of vertical velocity and divergence quit'e similar to that derived from a two-parameter model, a t least whcn averaged along latitude circles.
I n view of this result, suggested by the above investigation of mean meridional circulat'ion in the two models, it is interest'ing and instructive to compare vertical velocities in the two models. Let us for t'his purpose rest'rict ourselves to simple harmonic waves.
The vertical velocity in the divergent one-parametcr model may he found from two equations: We find from (4.9) the wave-speed formula: (4.14) Equation (4.14) shows that we have an implied vertical motion which is upward (w<0) between trough and ridge and downward (w>0) between ridge and trough for waves with a wavelength so short that U , -~/ K~ is positive, while the opposite is true for waves with a wavelength larger than the st'ationary wavelength. with the meridional component of t,he flow (ul and v 2 ) . The contribution from the second term in the expression is in the one-paramet'er model in phase with the vI-wave, while it is in phase with t'he t8hermal wave (2.") in the twoparameter model. I n t'he majority of cases, where the vl-wave and v'-wave have only small phase differences, it is seen the divergent one-parameter model will imply vertical velocities that are distributed in nearly the same manner as those obtained from a two-parameter model. The magnitude of the vertical velocities will be somewhatm, bui not very much, different in the two models, because rl<rz, pI<p2 using values from the st'andard atmosphere.
We have thus in this section shown that the contribution from t'he mean meridional circulation (in a t'wo-parameter model with the non-divergent level a t 600 mb.) to changes in zonal momentum at 500 mb. will reduce t'he errors in the prediction of the averaged zonal winds in t'he non-tlivergent one-parameter model. The same conclusion was made plausible in section 3, where the divergent one-parameter model was investigated. It is not claimed that the contribution from the meridiorlal circulation ca11 explain the total error found in the predictlion of the averaged zonal flow, but it has been the purpose to show that' tllc two models which have been investigated give similar reductions of the errors. The contribution from the surface friction is rlat'urally of importance, and it is evident that this contribution can be incorporated with greater accuracy in a t'wo-or multi-parameter model.
ESTIMATES OF CONTRIBUTIONS FROM VERTICAL ADVECTION
The effects of the vert'ical advect>ion t'erm in the equations of motion, which corresponds to t'he vertical advect,ion of vorticity and t'he twisting term in the vorticity equation, have in general not been included in the forecasts. We may get an estimate of the importance of these terms in a two-paramet'er model for t'he prediction of avcragetl zonal winds by a computation of the last term in cquation (4.3), which can be estimated using the vertical velocit'ies computed operat'ionally. It may be argued that the vcrtical velocities are computed from a model not containing these terms.
It should be pointed out that although this argument' is true wit'll regard to predictions, it does not apply initially, bccause t'he contribution from t,he vertical aclvection of vorticity and t'he twisting cancel out in the thermal vorticit'y equat'ion in a two-paramet'er model. Init,ially, we will t'llerefore have the same vertical velocities. The term in question may be approximated in a way similar t,o the one applied in section 4. We get: (5.1) where P = 4 0 cb., uT is the zonal component of the thermal wind between 850 and 500 mb., Ap=35 cb., and the subscript>s denote the level wherc the quantities are measured. The contribution from both of these terms to the c,llange in t'he zonal wind can easily bc computed from the available dat,a. At each grid point we have to form the product of the vertical velocity and the zonal component of the 500-mb. wind and the thermal wind, respectively. These products are then averaged in the latitude rings and the result's expressed as changes in the averaged zonal winds in a 24-hour period. The result of these computations is shown in figure 6 for the month of January 1959. The magnitude of the contribution from the vertical advection t8erms is first of all smaller than that from the convergence of t'he meridiorlal transport of moment'um and the mean meridional circulat'ion. Secondly, we find that the vertical advect'ion of moment8um is not distributed in such a way as to reduce the errors in the non-divergent', one-paramete model. The obvious conclusion from this comput'at'ion is that the contribution from the vertical advection of momentum will not improve the forecast of zorlally averaged winds on the average in a t'wo-parameter model. The effect is definit,ely of smaller magnitude than the other effects in equation (4.3) , and it is likely that a better resolution in t'lle vertical is needed to incorporate this effect. with greater accuracy.
The term containing the vert'ical transport of moment'um can therefore possibly be neglected in the midt'roposphere a,s indicated above. However, approaching t,he ground the effect must become of greater import'auce simply because the vert'ical t'ransport of moment'um next t,o the ground is the surface stress. Considerable information regarding thc importance of the surface stress for the momentum budget in t,hc lower layers has l~c n comput'ed by Phillips [8] .
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The ability of one-and two-paramet'er models to predict changes in averaged zonal winds has been investigated. It) has been found that' the divergent', one-parameter nlodcl will reduce the errors found in non-divergent, oneparameter predictions in the average due to the implied mean meridional circulations found in flow patterns where the trough and ridge lines have opposite tilts in t h e low a,rd high latitudes.
Tendency comput>ations of changes in zonally avcragctl winds have been performed using initial values of vertical velocities computed from n frictionless, two-parameter model with no divergence at 600 mb. It is found that the meall meridional circulation in this model also would reduce the errors found in the non-divergent, onty3ara-meter predictions in the average. One result of this part' of the study is that it' is ver~7 important to clloose t'lle information levels properly, if a two-parameter model is used. As the contribution from the surface friction also seems t'o be important for the budget of zonal momentum even in short-range prediction, and because the surface flow is difficult to represent with good accuracy in a twoparameter model, it is likely t8hat more than two parameters will be necessary to predict changes in zonal momentum correctly.
